VITICULTURE & WINEMAKING

“These wines have strength, intensity, and glorious grape

The third release is sourced from a single block, an old
Guwertztraminer vineyard that was grafted to Shiraz in the
early 90’s, know as the GT block. Found in reasonably poor
condition upon purchase in 2012, but now restored to full
health. The block sits in the middle of the Koomilya vineyard
between the JC and DC and has it’s own unique character
that unsurprisingly sits between the delicacy of JC and the
power of DC.

tannins, which wind the palate together, almost like a
double helix.
The complex structure pulls you straight through.
They illustrate what I'm hoping modern McLaren Vale wine
will be, which harks back to a tradition of what it looked like
in the 1960s, without all the artifice of winemaking

Hand harvested on the 11th of March, crushed and sent to
fermentation with 16% whole bunch. A total of 10 days on
skins in open top fermenters with gentle pump overs before
being pressed off with hard pressings removed. Naturally
fermented, the key to this style, giving greater complexity.
Settled in stainless steel for 28 days to complete malolactic
fermentation, racked to puncheons for maturation of which
20% were new.

Above all these wines look and taste, Koomilya”
Stephen Pannell

PLACE
At the end of Amery Rd sits a beautiful 80 acre property,
established in the mid 19th Century. The vineyards are
surrounded by native bush land and are nestled in the forest, an
important factor in moderating the climate. Home to three
different soil types and a micro-climate that gives this property
a unique geological and viticultural foot print.

VINTAGE
A cool, mild and stress-free vintage for vines not
winemaker’s. Good winter and spring rains were followed by
a very mild, long summer. The results are wines with ample
fruit complexity and natural acidity. Most importantly
however is the delicious fruit freshness and balance.

AROMAS- Blackberry and bramble fill the room on removing the cap. There is nothing shy about the red
wine aromas that smell unmistakably of Koomilya; freshly cut red wood, mahogony, iodine and liquorice.
PALATE- Cool on entry with a nice flow of dark fruit to the back of the palate where tannins kick in, supple
and supportive. The backbone of acidity keeps all in check. Mid weight and carefree speaking clearly of
Upper Tintara Shiraz.
FOOD - Beef Cheeks or Oxtail.
WINE ANALYSIS- Alcohol 14% | pH 3.77 | Total acidity 6.2 g/L
CELLARING- Drinking well now and will cellar for up to 15 years.

